§1. Introduction.
In [2] we formulated a system ft, called a Resolution system, for refuting finite sets of sentences of type theory, and proved that ft is complete in the (weak) sense that every set of sentences which can be refuted in the system 3 of type theory due to Church [5] can also be refuted in ft. The statement that ft is in this sense complete is a purely syntactic one concerning finite sequences of wffs. However, it is clear that there can be no purely syntactic proof of the completeness of ft, since the completeness of ft is closely related to Takeuti 1 s conjecture [9] (since proved by Takahashi [8] and
Pravitz [7] ) concerning cut-elimination in type theory. As
Takeuti pointed out in [9] and [10] , cut-elimination in type theory implies the consistency of analysis. Indeed, Takeuti 1 s conjecture implies the consistency of. a formulation of type theory with an axiom of infinity; in such a system classical analysis and much more can be formalized. Hence, to avoid a conflict with Godel T s theorem, any proof of the completeness of resolution in type theory must involve arguments which cannot be formalized in type theory with an axiom of infinity.
Indeed, the proof in [2] does involve a semantic argument.
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Nevertheless,, it must be admitted that anyone who does not find the line of reasoning sketched above completely clear will have difficulty finding a unified and coherent exposition of the entire argument in the published literature. We propose to remedy this situation here.
We presuppose familiarity with §2 (The System 3) and Definitions 4.1 and 5.1 (The Resolution System ft) of [2] , and follow the notation used there. In particular,, Q stands for the contradictory sentence Vp p . To distinguish between formulations of JJ with different sets of parameters,, we henceforth assume IT has no parameters, and denote by 3 (A 3 . . . 9 A ) a formulation of the system with parameters A , . . . 3 A . If H is a set of sentences^ )i {-B shall mean that B is derivable from some finite subset of W in system S. The deduction theorem is proved in §5 of [5] .
We shall incorporate into our argument Gandy T s results in §3 of [6] with some minor modifications. We also wish to thank Professor Gandy for the basic idea (attributed by him to Turing) used below in showing the relative consistency of the axiom of descriptions. (This idea is mentioned briefly at the top of page 48 of [6] .)
We shall have occasion to refer to the following wffs:
The set 8 of axioms of extensionality;
. The completeness theorem for ft (Theorem 5.3 of [2] ) is also a purely syntactic statement, and hence can be represented by a wff R of G. After preparing the ground in §2 with some preliminary results, in §3 we shall show that by using the completeness of ft we can prove the consistency of G. This argument will be purely syntactic, and could be formalized in G, so h n [R 3D Consisi . Thus it is not the case that h r R^ so any proof of the completeness of resolution in type theory must transcend the rather considerable means of proof available in G. Of course such a proof can be formalized in transfinite type theory or in Zermelo set theory. §2. Preliminary Definitions and Lemmas.
We first establish some preliminary results which will be useful in §3. The reader may wish to postpone the proofs of this section and proceed rapidly to §3.
In presenting proofs of theorems of 3 (and extensions of 3), we shall make extensive use of proofs from hypotheses and the deduction theorem. Each line of a proof will have a number 9 which will appear at the left hand margin in parentheses.
For the sake of brevity, this number will be used as an abbreviation for the wff which is asserted in that line. At the right hand margin we shall list the number(s) of the line(s) from which the given line is inferred (unless it is simply inferred from the preceding line). We use "hyp" to indicate that the wff is in- If the wff A is long, we might write step (.17) as follows:
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We shall present only abstracts of proofs, omitting many steps and using familiar laws of quantification theory, equality, and 7\-conversion quite freely. We shall usually omit type symbols on occurrences of variables after the first. Proof: 
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Proof:
The replacement of A by # A everywhere in the proof whose existence is asserted in step 2 yields a proof satisfying step 3, possibly after the insertion of a few applications of the rule of alphabetic change of bound variables. 
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Proof: This follows from (9) is in 3.
The verification that C is closed under the remaining rules of inference of ff. is trivial, so our assertion is proved. Now [U is not in C, so it is not the case that ^|-^D.
(12) The contradiction between (10) and (11) proves our theorem. §4. The Natural Numbers in G.
We shall define the natural numbers to be equivalence classes of sets of individuals having the same finite cardinality.
We let o denote the type symbol (o(ot)). cr is the type of natural numbers. The proof is by induction on n. First we treat the case n = 0. (. .23
This completes the induction step. The theorem now follows from .9 and .24 by the Induction Theorem.
It will be observed that so far in this section we have not used the axiom of infinity J l . We shall use it in proving the next theorem,, which will also be used to prove Theorem 7.
6hVn.np We may informally interpret rzw as meaning that z is below w.
Thus Pn means that if p is in n, then there is an element z which is below no member of p. We shall prove Vn Pn by induction on n.
(. Thus from the inductive hypothesis we see that there is an element z which is under nothing in p -{x}. We must show that there is an element which is under nothing in p. We consider two cases, (.10) and (.14).
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